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Community of Punk in campus circle or college is matter which non is bizzare of this community 

can stand up and grow wherever. But not all child of Punk become junky and and and we remove 

its existence, because in metropoliss of banyakkomunitas Punk which is its life in content with 

things which are positive like forming cassette band, membuat grup of indie, making disrto 

which producing by xself and still many the other positf hal-lah. If us trace from child history of 

Punk is youngster movement which early by this worker class children immediately natural 

America is problem of finance and economics triggered by decline of moral by all political 

figure which trigger unemployment storey; level and high criminality. Punk try to insinuate all 

power by alone him, passing songs with simple lyric and music but harsh sometimes, beat which 

quickly and jerk.  

A lot misinterpret Punk again because sniffer glue and of perusuh because in English have 

happened epidemic usage of glue smell sharply to change beer which do not buy by them. There 

are also many damage of image of Punk because many from them which gallivante in public 

road and do conduct various act of criminal. Punk more famous from matter of fashion imposed 

and behaviour which they show, like haircut of mohawk tribe ala of indian, or cut by feathercut 

ala and coloured with bold colours, shoe of boots, enchain and spike, husk jacket, tight jeans 

pants and outworn clothes, not setled condition, anti social, clan of and of criminal of low class, 

dangerous drunkard so that a lot assume that one who is have appearance to like that have 

competent to be conceived of by punker's.  

Punk also represent a movement resistance of youngster which is have base to of confidence of 

ourselves it do can we. Assessment of Punk in seeing in problem can be seen to pass through its 

song lyrics which tell a story about problem of politics, environment, economic, ideology, social 

and even the problem of religion. 

In this of earn in formulating as follows: (1) Factor any kind of which is Background Student of 

Punk University of Muhammadiyah Unlucky of Consuming. NAPZA (2) Student How To Punk 

University of Muhammadiyah Unlucky in getting or goods of NAPZA. While its target is: (1) To 

know factor which is Student background of Punk University of Muhammadiyah Unlucky 

consume NAPZA. (2) To know student How To Punk University of Muhammadiah Unlucky in 

getting NAPZA. 

In this research in doing conducting in Campus of III University of Muhammadiyah Malang, 

with of is reason of researcher have known existence of Punk komuitas to in research in place the 

place tahat, and facilitate researcher to the way of data which in requiring. Source of its data is 

data and primary of sekunder. Technique gathering. of his its data is observation of partisipatoris 

interview and. 

This research use the way of approach qualitative with descriptive type of case study interpreteng 

and also depict situation as things have panned out which have in obtaining. With the using 

approach. in expecting researcher earn fact concluding. and really occurence about things which 



have in research 

Pursuant to result of research of writer which have do conduct hereinafter earn in concluding 

that: (1) factor which is Student background of Punk University of Muhammadiyah Unlucky in 

consuming NAPZA is for example: Effect of environmental influence of social and lack of of its 

family of him is people of old, that of quality factor to someone imanan even also very , because 

if someone more drawing near to the infinite of insyaallah will not happened such a things. (2) 

Way Of Student of Punk University of Muhammadiyah Malang in getting or goods of NAPZA 

is: Its way is immeasurable very and can intelling unique. what told unique because in this 

NAPZA can it him Port ( BR) with use Ianguage which do not in understanding by people " 

awam"dan usually transact can in doing conducting wherever which in assuming is peaceful. It is 

said campus is peaceful pertained place to transact NARKOBA.  

 


